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I've been orphaned by my time. The timeline has changed. My future is gone. Etta Spencer didn't know she
was a traveler until the day she emerged both miles and years from her home. Now, robbed of the powerful
object that was her only hope of saving her mother, Etta finds herself stranded once more, cut off from
Nicholas—the eighteenth century privateer she loves—and her natural time. When Etta inadvertently stumbles
into the heart of the Thorns, the renegade travelers who stole the astrolabe from her, she vows to finish what
she started and destroy the astrolabe once and for all. Instead, she's blindsided by a bombshell revelation from
their leader, Henry Hemlock: he is her father. Suddenly questioning everything she's been fighting for, Etta
must choose a path, one that could transform her future. Still devastated by Etta's disappearance, Nicholas
has enlisted the unlikely help of Sophia Ironwood and a cheeky mercenary-for-hire to track both her and the
missing astrolabe down. But as the tremors of change to the timeline grow stronger and the stakes for
recovering the astrolabe mount, they discover an ancient power far more frightening than the rival travelers
currently locked in a battle for control. . . a power that threatens to eradicate the timeline altogether. From
colonial Nassau to New York City, San Francisco to Roman Carthage, imperial Russia to the Vatican catacombs,
New York Times #1 best-selling author Alexandra Bracken charts a gorgeously detailed, thrilling course
through time in this stunning conclusion to the Passenger series.All four novels in the New York Times bestselling Darkest Minds series--The Darkest Minds, Never Fade, In the Afterlight, and Through the Dark--are now
available in one thrilling paperback boxed set. With gorgeous, fresh designs and exclusive bonus short stories
from the perspectives of fan-favorite characters Liam, Vida, and Clancy, this collection will delight loyal fans
and new readers alike, just in time for the major motion picture starring Amandla Stenberg and Mandy Moore.
Praise for the Darkest Minds series: "Meet your next dystopian obsession."--Entertainment Weekly "Haunting
Bracken creates a gripping and terrifying dystopian world."--Kirkus Reviews "Heart-wrenching but completely
riveting, this novel pulls no punches."--BCCB "A riveting, emotional read that kept me on edge!"--New York
Times best-selling author Melissa Marr“We Set the Dark on Fire burns bright. It will light the way for a new
generation of rebels and lovers.” —NPR “Mejia pens a compelling, gripping story that mirrors real world issues
of immigration and equality.” —Buzzfeed Five starred reviews!! In this daring and romantic fantasy debut
perfect for fans of The Handmaid’s Tale and Latinx authors Zoraida Córdova and Anna-Marie McLemore,
society wife-in-training Dani has a great awakening after being recruited by rebel spies and falling for her
biggest rival. At the Medio School for Girls, distinguished young women are trained for one of two roles in their
polarized society. Depending on her specialization, a graduate will one day run a husband’s household or raise
his children. Both paths promise a life of comfort and luxury, far from the frequent political uprisings of the
lower class. Daniela Vargas is the school’s top student, but her pedigree is a lie. She must keep the truth
hidden or be sent back to the fringes of society. And school couldn’t prepare her for the difficult choices she
must make after graduation, especially when she is asked to spy for a resistance group desperately fighting to
bring equality to Medio. Will Dani cling to the privilege her parents fought to win for her, or will she give up
everything she’s strived for in pursuit of a free Medio—and a chance at a forbidden love?From the hit series
that's soon to be a major motion picture starring Amandla Stenberg and Mandy Moore--now with a stunning
new paperback look and an exclusive sneak peek at The Darkest Legacy, the new novel in the Darkest Minds
series! Don't miss this breathtaking collection of stories set in the world of the best-selling Darkest Minds
trilogy, now in paperback: IN TIME A desperate young man is forced to make a terrible choice between his own
survival and the future of a little girl who won't speak, but who changes his life in ways he could never imagine.
SPARKS RISE A spark of light brightens a brutal world when a girl named Sam encounters her childhood best
friend at the government-run "rehabilitation" camp, Thurmond. Lucas and Sam form a risky escape plan, but
sometimes even love isn't powerful enough to overcome unspeakable cruelty. BEYOND THE NIGHT The camps
are closed. A tyrant president has been deposed. But for many Psi kids living rough, there is no home to return
to, no place for them in a country devastated by the past and anxious about the future. Every day is a struggle
for Sam, who knew all the rules at Thurmond and has been thrown into a terrifying and uncertain new life. But
there's more at stake than Sam's own survival. She once made a promise to someone she loves, and the time
has come to fulfill it. From New York Times best-selling author Alexandra Bracken comes a collection of three
hauntingly beautiful novellas set in the world of the Darkest Minds series. In the most harrowing of times, it
takes a ferocious strength not only to survive, but to stand up for those who cannot fight their own battles. The
characters in these stories--some new, some familiar--face impossible missions, and the hardest of all may be
protecting the last flicker of hope in a seemingly endless night.Book one in the hit series that's soon to be a
major motion picture starring Amandla Stenberg and Mandy Moore--now with a stunning new look and an
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exclusive bonus short story featuring Liam and his brother, Cole. When Ruby woke up on her tenth birthday,
something about her had changed. Something alarming enough to make her parents lock her in the garage and
call the police. Something that got her sent to Thurmond, a brutal government "rehabilitation camp." She
might have survived the mysterious disease that killed most of America's children, but she and the others
emerged with something far worse: frightening abilities they cannot control. Now sixteen, Ruby is one of the
dangerous ones. But when the truth about Ruby's abilities--the truth she's hidden from everyone, even the
camp authorities--comes out, Ruby barely escapes Thurmond with her life. On the run, she joins a group of kids
who escaped their own camp: Zu, a young girl haunted by her past; Chubs, a standoffish brainiac; and Liam,
their fearless leader, who is falling hard for Ruby. But no matter how much she aches for him, Ruby can't risk
getting close. Not after what happened to her parents. While they journey to find the one safe haven left for
kids like them--East River--they must evade their determined pursuers, including an organization that will stop
at nothing to use Ruby in their fight against the government. But as they get closer to grasping the things
they've dreamed of, Ruby will be faced with a terrible choice, one that may mean giving up her only chance at
a life worth living.INSTANT #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER A Best Book of the Year: The New Yorker, The
Guardian, The Sunday Times, The Daily Mail, Good Morning America, She Reads Famed American actress Demi
Moore at last tells her own story in a surprisingly intimate and emotionally charged memoir. For decades, Demi
Moore has been synonymous with celebrity. From iconic film roles to high-profile relationships, Moore has
never been far from the spotlight—or the headlines. Even as Demi was becoming the highest paid actress in
Hollywood, however, she was always outrunning her past, just one step ahead of the doubts and insecurities
that defined her childhood. Throughout her rise to fame and during some of the most pivotal moments of her
life, Demi battled addiction, body image issues, and childhood trauma that would follow her for years—all while
juggling a skyrocketing career and at times negative public perception. As her success grew, Demi found
herself questioning if she belonged in Hollywood, if she was a good mother, a good actress—and, always, if she
was simply good enough. As much as her story is about adversity, it is also about tremendous resilience. In this
deeply candid and reflective memoir, Demi pulls back the curtain and opens up about her career and personal
life—laying bare her tumultuous relationship with her mother, her marriages, her struggles balancing stardom
with raising a family, and her journey toward open heartedness. Inside Out is a story of survival, success, and
surrender—a wrenchingly honest portrayal of one woman’s at once ordinary and iconic life."The Truth About
Jack certainly ticked all the boxes for me. It was funny and sweet and romantic and left me with the warm
glowies after I’d finished it." -Claire, Book Blog Bird Dakota McCloud has just been accepted into a prestigious
art school. Soon she’ll leave behind the artists’ colony where she grew up—hippie dad, tofu since birth,
yurt—and join her boyfriend and best friend on the East Coast. It was the planuntil Dakota finds out her
boyfriend and best friend hooked up behind her back. Hurt and viciously betrayed, Dakota pours out her heart
on a piece of paper, places it in a bottle, and hurls it into the ocean. But it doesn’t quite go where she expects
Jack Sauvage finds the bottle washed up on the shore and responds to Dakota’s letter. Except what if his
straight-laced life doesn’t jive with the free-spirited girl he’s only seen from afar? As Jack creates a persona he
believes she’ll love, they slowly fall for each other with each new letter. Now Jack is trying to find a way to
make this delicate, on-paper romance happen in real lifewithout revealing his deception. Disclaimer: This
Entangled Teen Crush book contains references to missed connections, mistaken identities, and lots of
misbehavior. It may give you all the swoony feels.'A RIVETING EMOTIONAL READ THAT KEPT ME ON THE
EDGE!' -- Melissa Marr, author of the bestselling Wicked Lovely series, on The Darkest Minds Ruby can't look
back. Fractured by an unbearable loss, she and the kids who survived the government's attack on Los Angeles
travel north to regroup. With them is a prisoner: Clancy Gray, son of the president, and one of the few people
Ruby has encountered with abilities like hers. Only Ruby has any power over him, and just one slip could lead
to Clancy wreaking havoc on their minds. They are armed only with a volatile secret: proof of a government
conspiracy to cover up the real cause of IANN, the disease that has killed most of America's children and left
Ruby and others like her with powers the government will kill to keep contained. But internal strife may
destroy their only chance to free the "rehabilitation camps" housing thousands of other Psi kids. Meanwhile,
reunited with Liam, the boy she would - and did - sacrifice everything for to keep alive, Ruby must face the
painful repercussions of having tampered with his memories of her. She turns to Cole, his older brother, to
provide the intense training she knows she will need to take down Gray and the government. But Cole has
demons of his own, and one fatal mistake may be the spark that sets the world on fire. The third book in the
NYT bestselling series, that is soon to become a major motion picture. MORE PRAISE FOR THE DARKEST MINDS
'The story's quick-paced action leads to a heartbreaking cliffhanger that will have readers eager for the next
book ' -- Publishers Weekly 'Haunting Bracken creates a gripping and terrifying dystopian world.' -- Kirkus
Reviews 'HELL TO THE YES, I love this story and these characters so much!!' -- Goodreads review 'THE
DARKEST MINDS was, without a doubt, one of the best books I have read!' -- Goodreads reviewWhen Wayland
North brings rain to a region that's been dry for over ten years, he's promised anything he'd like as a reward.
He chooses the village elder's daughter, sixteen-year-old Sydelle Mirabel, who is a skilled weaver and has an
unusual knack for repairing his magical cloaks. Though Sydelle has dreamt of escaping her home, she's hurt
that her parents relinquish her so freely and finds herself awed and afraid of the slightly ragtag wizard who is
unlike any of the men of magic in the tales she's heard. Still, she is drawn to this mysterious man who is
fiercely protective of her and so reluctant to share his own past. The pair rushes toward the capital, intent to
stop an imminent war, pursued by Reuel Dorwan (a dark wizard who has taken a keen interest in Sydelle) and
plagued by unusually wild weather. But the sudden earthquakes and freak snowstorms may not be a
coincidence. As Sydelle discovers North's dark secret and the reason for his interest in her and learns to
master her own mysterious power, it becomes increasingly clear that the fate of the kingdom rests in her
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fingertips. She will either be a savior, weaving together the frayed bonds between Saldorra and Auster, or the
disastrous force that destroys both kingdoms forever. From the Hardcover edition.Three exclusive stories from
three amazing Darkest Minds characters: Liam, Vida and Clancy. Liam and Cole have the kind of bond only
brothers share. But the League demands a lot from its members, and even the closest bonds can be broken.
Vida has been on the run a long time. So when she and her sister find a place with a crew near Venice Beach, it
feels like they might finally have a home. But Vida's powers are growing, and if she can't control them she'll
put everything at risk. Clancy Gray's mind is a place nobody would dare enter. There are secrets hidden there,
about his past, about his motives but in every mind, there's a doorway This is the perfect addition to the hit
series that's soon to be a major motion picture starring Amandla Stenberg and Mandy Moore. Have you read
every book? The Darkest Minds, Never Fade, In the Afterlight and Through the Dark are all available now.Violin
prodigy Etta Spencer had big plans for her future, but a tragic accident has put her once-bright career at risk.
Closely tied to her musical skill, however, is a mysterious power she doesn't even know she has. When her two
talents collide during a stressful performance, Etta is drawn back hundreds of years through time. Etta
wakes,confused and terrified, in 1776, in the midst a fierce sea battle. Nicholas Carter, the handsome young
prize master of a privateering ship, has been hired to retrieve Etta and deliver her unharmed to the Ironwoods,
a powerful family in the Colonies—the very same one that orchestrated her jump back, and one Nicholas
himself has mysteries ties to. But discovering she can time travel is nothing compared to the shock of
discovering the true reason the Ironwoods have snared her in their web. Another traveler has stolen an object
of untold value from them, and, if Etta can find it, they will return her to her own time. Out of options, Etta and
Nicholas embark on a perilous journey across centuries and continents, piecing together clues left behind by
the mysterious traveler. But as they draw closer to each other and the end of their search, the true nature of
the object, and the dangerous game the Ironwoods are playing, comes to light—threatening to separate her
not only from Nicholas, but her path home forever.'A RIVETING EMOTIONAL READ THAT KEPT ME ON THE
EDGE!' -- Melissa Marr, author of the bestselling Wicked Lovely series When Ruby woke up on her tenth
birthday, something about her had changed. Something frightening enough to make her parents lock her in the
garage and call the police. Something that got her sent to Thurmond, a government 'rehabilitation camp'. Ruby
might have survived the mysterious disease that killed most of America's children, but she and the others had
emerged with something far worse: frightening abilities they could not control. Now sixteen, Ruby is one of the
dangerous ones. When the truth comes out, Ruby barely escapes Thurmond with her life. Now on the run, she
is desperate to find East River, the only safe haven left for kids like her, and she joins a group of other
runaways who have escaped their own camps. Liam, their brave leader, is falling for Ruby, but she can't risk
getting close. Not after what happened to her parents. When they arrive at East River, nothing is as it seems,
least of all Liam. But there are also other forces at work, people who will stop at nothing to use Ruby in their
fight against the government. Ruby will be faced with a terrible choice - and one that may mean giving up her
only chance at having a life worth living. The first book in the NYT bestselling series that is soon to become a
major motion picture. MORE PRAISE FOR THE DARKEST MINDS 'The story's quick-paced action leads to a
heartbreaking cliffhanger that will have readers eager for the next book ' -- Publishers Weekly 'Haunting
Bracken creates a gripping and terrifying dystopian world.' -- Kirkus Reviews 'HELL TO THE YES, I love this story
and these characters so much!!' -- Goodreads review 'The Darkest Minds was, without a doubt, one of the best
books I have read!' -- Goodreads reviewShe's a romantic at heart, living in the most unromantic of worlds . . .
Nicknamed Sweet Abelli for her docile nature, Elena smiles on cue and has a charming response for
everything. She's the favored daughter, the perfect mafia principessa . . . or was. Now, all she can see in the
mirror's reflection is blood staining her hands like crimson paint. They say first impressions are everything . . .
In the murky waters of New York's underworld, Elena's sister is arranged to marry Nicolas Russo. A Made Man,
a boss, a cheat-even measured against mafia standards. His reputation stretches far and wide and is darker
than his black suits and ties. After his and Elena's first encounter ends with an accidental glare on her part, she
realizes he's just as rude as he is handsome. She doesn't like the man or anything he stands for, though that
doesn't stop her heart from pattering like rain against glass when he's near, nor the shiver that ghosts down
her spine at the sound of his voice. And he's always near. Telling her what to do. Making her feel hotter than
any future brother-in-law should. Elena may be the Sweet Abelli on the outside, but she's beginning to learn
she has a taste for the darkness, for rough hands, cigarettes, and whiskey-colored eyes. Having already
escaped one scandal, however, she can hardly afford to be swept up in another. Besides, even if he were hers,
everyone knows you don't fall in love with a Made Man . . . right? This is a standalone forbidden romance.'A
RIVETING EMOTIONAL READ THAT KEPT ME ON THE EDGE!' - Melissa Marr, author of the bestselling Wicked
Lovely series, on The Darkest Minds Ruby never asked for the abilities that almost cost her her life. Now she
must call upon them on a daily basis. Other kids in the Children's League call Ruby 'Leader', but she knows
what she really is - a monster. When Ruby is entrusted with an explosive secret, she must embark on her most
dangerous mission yet - leaving the Children's League behind. Crucial information about the disease that killed
most of America's children - and turned Ruby and the others who lived into feared and hated outcasts - has
survived every attempt to destroy it. But the truth is only saved in one place - in the hands of Liam Stewart,
the boy Ruby once believed was her future and who now wouldn't recognize her. As Ruby sets out across a
desperate, lawless country to find Liam, she is torn between old friends and the promise she made to serve the
League. Ruby will do anything to protect the people she loves. But what if winning the war means losing
herself. The second book in the NYT bestselling series, that is soon to become a major motion picture. MORE
PRAISE FOR THE DARKEST MINDS 'The story's quick-paced action leads to a heartbreaking cliffhanger that will
have readers eager for the next book ' - Publishers Weekly 'Haunting Bracken creates a gripping and terrifying
dystopian world.' - Kirkus Reviews 'HELL TO THE YES, I love this story and these characters so much!!' Page 3/7
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Goodreads review 'THE DARKEST MINDS was, without a doubt, one of the best books I have read!' - Goodreads
reviewWhat type of Cruise Ship Creature are you? Maybe you are a Spagasmic, a Sun-bed Hogger or a Naked
Accidental. The only way you are going to find out is by using this field guide. Hours of hilarity can be spent
studying the other cruise ship passengers to figure out what kind of Cruise Ship Creature they are!From the #1
New York Times best-selling author of The Darkest Minds comes a sweepingly ambitious, high-octane tale of
power, destiny, love, and redemption. Every seven years, the Agon begins. As punishment for a past rebellion,
nine Greek gods are forced to walk the earth as mortals. They are hunted by the descendants of ancient
bloodlines, all eager to kill a god and seize their divine power and immortality. Long ago, Lore Perseous fled
that brutal world, turning her back on the hunt’s promises of eternal glory after her family was murdered by a
rival line. For years she's pushed away any thought of revenge against the man—now a god—responsible for
their deaths. Yet as the next hunt dawns over New York City, two participants seek her out: Castor, a childhood
friend Lore believed to be dead, and Athena, one of the last of the original gods, now gravely wounded. The
goddess offers an alliance against their mutual enemy and a way to leave the Agon behind forever. But Lore's
decision to rejoin the hunt, binding her fate to Athena's, will come at a deadly cost—and it may not be enough
to stop the rise of a new god with the power to bring humanity to its knees.'A RIVETING EMOTIONAL READ
THAT KEPT ME ON THE EDGE!' -- Melissa Marr, author of the bestselling Wicked Lovely series, on The Darkest
Minds Sam didn't think things could get worse at Thurmand rehabilitation camp. Then the Reds arrive.
Everyone assumed the kids with firepower had been killed years ago. Instead they were taken away,
brainwashed, and returned as terrifyingly effective guards. To her horror, Sam recognizes one of them: Lucas,
the one spark of light in Sam's dark childhood. Lucas has a deadly secret - he beat the brutal training that
turned his fellow Reds into mindless drones. When Sam defends herself against an attack by a vile PSF guard
and faces a harrowing punishment, Lucas must risk everything to save her. Don't miss the thrilling novella that
connects the second and third novels in the New York Times bestselling series The Darkest Minds. MORE
PRAISE FOR THE DARKEST MINDS 'The story's quick-paced action leads to a heartbreaking cliffhanger that will
have readers eager for the next book ' -- Publishers Weekly 'Haunting Bracken creates a gripping and terrifying
dystopian world.' -- Kirkus Reviews 'HELL TO THE YES, I love this story and these characters so much!!' -Goodreads 'THE DARKEST MINDS was, without a doubt, one of the best books I have read!' -- GoodreadsWith
one simple myth, nations burned. Under the Almighty, an empire has been forged, bringing peace to the oncedivided continent. But now, a spark of truth threatens to ignite the religion of lies. Chapman unknowingly
brought the Seventh Precinct to their demise. Now Officer Holden Sanders, known throughout the Capital City
as the survivor, seeks the truth of how so many he held dear were slaughtered. But when it comes to light his
former mentor might still draw breath, the Officer of God is forced to wage war against the Almighty
itself."What does everyone in the modern world need to know? [The author's] answer to this most difficult of
questions uniquely combines the hard-won truths of ancient tradition with the stunning revelations of cuttingedge scientific research. [The author discusses] discussing discipline, freedom, adventure and responsibility,
distilling the world's wisdom into 12 practical and profound rules for life"--This gritty bestselling memoir by the
singer Mark Lanegan of Screaming Trees, Queens of the Stone Age, and Soulsavers documents his years as a
singer and drug addict in Seattle in the '80s and '90s. When Mark Lanegan first arrived in Seattle in the
mid-1980s, he was just "an arrogant, self-loathing redneck waster seeking transformation through rock 'n' roll."
Little did he know that within less than a decade he would rise to fame as the frontman of the Screaming Trees
and then fall from grace as a low-level crack dealer and a homeless heroin addict, all the while watching some
of his closest friends rocket to the forefront of popular music. In Sing Backwards and Weep, Lanegan takes
readers back to the sinister, needle-ridden streets of Seattle, to an alternative music scene that was
simultaneously bursting with creativity and dripping with drugs. He tracks the tumultuous rise and fall of the
Screaming Trees, from a brawling, acid-rock bar band to world-famous festival favorites that scored a hit
number five single on Billboard's alternative charts and landed a notorious performance on Late Night with
David Letterman, where Lanegan appeared sporting a fresh black eye from a brawl the night before. This book
also dives into Lanegan's personal struggles with addiction, culminating in homelessness, petty crime, and the
tragic deaths of his closest friends. From the back of the van to the front of the bar, from the hotel room to the
emergency room, onstage, backstage, and everywhere in between, Sing Backwards and Weep reveals the
abrasive underlining beneath one of the most romanticized decades in rock history-from a survivor who lived
to tell the tale. Gritty, gripping, and unflinchingly raw, Sing Backwards and Weep is a book about more thanjust
an extraordinary singer who watched hisdreams catch fire and incinerate the groundbeneath his feet. It's
about a man who learnedhow to drag himself from the wreckage, dust offthe ashes, and keep living and
creating. "Mark Lanegan—primitive, brutal, and apocalyptic. What's not to love?" —Nick Cave, author of The
Sick Bag Song and The Death of Bunny MunroIt’s been a year since a meteor collided with the moon,
catastrophically altering the earth’s climate. For Miranda Evans, life as she knew it no longer exists. Her friends
and neighbors are dead, the landscape is frozen, and food is increasingly scarce. The struggle to survive
intensifies when Miranda’s father and stepmother arrive with a baby and three strangers in tow. One of the
newcomers is Alex Morales, and as Miranda’s complicated feelings for him turn to love, his plans for his future
thwart their relationship. Then a devastating tornado hits the town of Howell, and Miranda makes a decision
that will change their lives forever.The second book in the heart-stopping The Darkest Minds trilogy, by New
York Times bestselling author of Passenger, for fans of Divergent and The Hunger Games. They call her the
Leader. Their saviour and only hope. Only Ruby knows what she really is - a monster, capable of destroying
them all. Ruby never asked for the abilities that almost cost her life. Now she must call upon them to bring
down a corrupt government in a world where children have been eliminated. When she is entrusted with an
explosive secret, she embarks on her deadliest journey yet: leaving the Children's League to track down Liam
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Stewart, the boy who carries the truth about the disease that threw the world into chaos. The boy she once
loved and hoped never to see again 'A riveting emotional read that kept me on the edge.' - Melissa Marr,
author of Wicked Lovely Alexandra Bracken is the New York Times bestselling author of Passenger, Wayfarer
and The Darkest Minds series. Visit her online at www.alexandrabracken.com and on Twitter
@alexbracken.The first book in the heart-stopping The Darkest Minds trilogy, by New York Times bestselling
author of Passenger, for fans of Divergent and The Hunger Games. Now a major motion picture from the
producers of Stranger Things and Arrival. Ruby is sixteen. She is dangerous. And she is alive. For now. A
mysterious disease has killed most of America's children. Ruby might have survived, but she and the others
have emerged with something far worse than a virus: frightening abilities they cannot control. Pressured by the
government, Ruby's parents sent her to Thurmond, a brutal state 'rehabilitation camp', where she has learned
to fear and suppress her new power. But what if mastering it is a whole generation's only chance for survival?
'A riveting emotional read that kept me on the edge.' - Melissa Marr, author of Wicked Lovely Alexandra
Bracken is the New York Times bestselling author of Passenger, Wayfarer and The Darkest Mindsseries. Visit
her online at www.alexandrabracken.com and on Twitter @alexbracken. The Hunger Games's Amandla
Stenberg and Game of Thrones's Gwendoline Christie star in the riveting film adaptation - out now!IN TIME is
an e-novella that has been written to provide a bridge between the releases of THE DARKEST MINDS and
NEVER FADE Don't miss this exciting short story that connects tHE DARKESt MINDS to its much-anticipated
sequel, NEVER FADE! Gabe's life has been devastated in the wake of the economic crash. the only option left
for someone like him to escape his tragic past is to leave his small town behind and to attempt to become a
skiptracer. this already almost impossible task is made all the more difficult by his first score, a young girl who
won''t speak, but who changes his life in ways he could never imagine. Ages: 12+Kel will not allow this first
test to be her last. Her adventure begins in the New York Times bestselling series from the fantasy author who
is a legend herself: TAMORA PIERCE. Keladry of Mindelan is the first girl who dares to take advantage of a new
rule in Tortall—one that allows females to train for knighthood. After years in the Yamani Islands, she knows
that women can be warriors, and now that she’s returned home, Kel is determined to achieve her goal. She
believes she is ready for the traditional hazing and grueling schedule of a page. But standing in Kel’s way is
Lord Wyldon. The training master is dead set against girls becoming knights. He says she must pass a one-year
trial that no male page has ever had to endure. It’s just one more way to separate Kel from her fellow trainees.
But she is not to be underestimated. She will fight to succeed, even when the test is unfair. More timely than
ever, the Protector of the Small series is Anti-Bullying 101 while also touching on issues of bravery, friendship,
and dealing humanely with refugees against a backdrop of an action-packed fantasy adventure. "Tamora
Pierce's books shaped me not only as a young writer but also as a young woman. She is a pillar, an icon, and
an inspiration. Cracking open one of her marvelous novels always feels like coming home." —SARAH J. MAAS,
#1 New York Times bestselling author "Tamora Pierce didn't just blaze a trail. Her heroines cut a swath through
the fantasy world with wit, strength, and savvy. Her stories still lead the vanguard today. Pierce is the real
lioness, and we're all just running to keep pace." —LEIGH BARDUGO, #1 New York Times bestselling author#1
New York Times best-selling author Alexandra Bracken reimagines and expands her magical debut novel as an
exciting new graphic novel.From Tana French, author of the forthcoming novel The Searcher, “the most
important crime novelist to emerge in the past 10 years” (The Washington Post), the bestseller called “the
most stunning of her books” (The New York Times) and a finalist for the Edgar Award. Back in 1985, Frank
Mackey was a nineteen-year-old kid with a dream of escaping hisi family's cramped flat on Faithful Place and
running away to London with his girl, Rosie Daly. But on the night they were supposed to leave, Rosie didn't
show. Frank took it for granted that she'd dumped him-probably because of his alcoholic father, nutcase
mother, and generally dysfunctional family. He never went home again. Neither did Rosie. Then, twenty-two
years later, Rosie's suitcase shows up behind a fireplace in a derelict house on Faithful Place, and Frank, now a
detective in the Dublin Undercover squad, is going home whether he likes it or not.Book three in the hit series
that's soon to be a major motion picture starring Amandla Stenberg and Mandy Moore--now with a stunning
new look and an exclusive bonus short story that delves into the mind of Clancy Gray. Ruby can't look back.
Fractured by an unbearable loss, she and the kids who survived the government's attack on Los Angeles travel
north to regroup. Only Ruby can keep their highly dangerous prisoner in check. But with Clancy Gray, there's
no guarantee you're fully in control, and everything comes with a price. When the Children's League disbands,
Ruby rises up as a leader and forms an unlikely allegiance with Liam's brother, Cole, who has a volatile secret
of his own. There are still thousands of other Psi kids suffering in government "rehabilitation camps" all over
the country. Freeing them--revealing the government's unspeakable abuses in the process--is the mission Ruby
has claimed since her own escape from Thurmond, the worst camp in the country. But not everyone is
supportive of the plan Ruby and Cole craft to free the camps. As tensions rise, competing ideals threaten the
mission to uncover the cause of IANN, the disease that killed most of America's children and left Ruby and
others with powers the government will kill to keep contained. With the fate of a generation in their hands,
there is no room for error. One wrong move could be the spark that sets the world on fire."The Emmy-winning
CBS Sunday Morning correspondent chronicles his year traveling to every one of our national parks,
discovering the most beautiful places and most interesting people that America has to offer"--'A RIVETING
EMOTIONAL READ THAT KEPT ME ON THE EDGE!' -- Melissa Marr, author of the bestselling Wicked Lovely
series, on The Darkest Minds From #1 New York Times bestselling author Alexandra Bracken comes a
collection of thrilling novellas that connect the four novels in the bestselling The Darkest Minds series. In Time
sees a desperate young man is forced to make a terrible choice between his own survival and the future of a
little girl who won't speak, but who changes his life in ways he could never imagine. In Sparks Rise a spark of
light brightens a brutal world when a girl named Sam encounters her childhood best friend, Lucas, at the
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government-run 'rehabilitation' camp, Thurmond. Lucas and Sam form a risky escape plan, but sometimes
even love isn't powerful enough to overcome unspeakable cruelty. And in Beyond the Night the camps are
closed. A tyrant president has been deposed. But for many Psi kids living rough, there is no home to return to,
no place for them in a country devastated by the past and anxious about the future. Every day is a struggle for
Sam, who knew all the rules at Thurmond and has been thrown into a terrifying and uncertain new life. But
there's more at stake than Sam's own survival. She once made a promise to someone she loves, and the time
has come to fulfill it. MORE PRAISE FOR THE DARKEST MINDS 'The story's quick-paced action leads to a
heartbreaking cliffhanger that will have readers eager for the next book ' -- Publishers Weekly 'Haunting
Bracken creates a gripping and terrifying dystopian world.' -- Kirkus Reviews 'HELL TO THE YES, I love this story
and these characters so much!!' -- Goodreads 'The Darkest Minds was, without a doubt, one of the best books I
have read!' -- GoodreadsBook two in the hit series that's soon to be a major motion picture starring Amandla
Stenberg and Mandy Moore--now with a stunning new paperback look and an exclusive bonus short story
featuring Vida before she joined the League. Ruby never asked for the abilities that almost cost her her life.
Now she must call upon them on a daily basis, leading dangerous missions to bring down a corrupt government
and breaking into the minds of her enemies. Other kids in the Children's League call Ruby 'Leader', but she
knows what she really is: a monster. When Ruby is entrusted with an explosive secret, she must embark on
her most dangerous mission yet: leaving the Children's League behind. Crucial information about the disease
that killed most of America's children'and turned Ruby and the others who lived into feared and hated
outcasts'has survived every attempt to destroy it. But the truth is only saved in one place: a flashdrive in the
hands of Liam Stewart, the boy Ruby once believed was her future'and who now wouldn't recognize her. As
Ruby sets out across a desperate, lawless country to find Liam'and answers about the catastrophe that has
ripped both her life and America apart'she is torn between old friends and the promise she made to serve the
League. Ruby will do anything to protect the people she loves. But what if winning the war means losing
herself?First published in 1941, a classic portrait of a Soviet revolutionary who is imprisoned and tortured
under Stalin's rule finds him agonizingly reflecting on his ironic career under the totalitarian movement.The
government-run 'rehabilitation camps' have been shut down, but kids with Psi powers are anything but free.
Sam would rather be on her own than put in the care of a foster family and given the 'cure' - a dangerous
procedure that unclaimed kids across the country are being forced to undergo. But there's more at stake than
just her own safety. Sam once made someone a promise and the time has come to fulfill it. Now that she's out
of her camp, Mia only has one thought in her head: finding Lucas, her beloved older brother.Book one in the hit
series that's soon to be a major motion picture starring Amandla Stenberg and Mandy Moore--now with a
stunning new paperback look and an exclusive bonus short story featuring Liam and his brother, Cole. When
Ruby woke up on her tenth birthday, something about her had changed. Something alarming enough to make
her parents lock her in the garage and call the police. Something that got her sent to Thurmond, a brutal
government "rehabilitation camp." She might have survived the mysterious disease that killed most of
America's children, but she and the others emerged with something far worse: frightening abilities they cannot
control. Now sixteen, Ruby is one of the dangerous ones. But when the truth about Ruby's abilities--the truth
she's hidden from everyone, even the camp authorities--comes out, Ruby barely escapes Thurmond with her
life. On the run, she joins a group of kids who escaped their own camp: Zu, a young girl haunted by her past;
Chubs, a standoffish brainiac; and Liam, their fearless leader, who is falling hard for Ruby. But no matter how
much she aches for him, Ruby can't risk getting close. Not after what happened to her parents. While they
journey to find the one safe haven left for kids like them--East River--they must evade their determined
pursuers, including an organization that will stop at nothing to use Ruby in their fight against the government.
But as they get closer to grasping the things they've dreamed of, Ruby will be faced with a terrible choice, one
that may mean giving up her only chance at a life worth living.This beautifully illustrated edition of the New
York Times bestselling classic celebrates the 42nd anniversary of the original publication—with all-new art by
award-winning illustrator Chris Riddell. SOON TO BE A HULU SERIES • “An astonishing comic writer.”—Neil
Gaiman Nominated as one of America’s best-loved novels by PBS’s The Great American Read It’s an ordinary
Thursday morning for Arthur Dent . . . until his house gets demolished. The Earth follows shortly after to make
way for a new hyperspace express route, and Arthur’s best friend has just announced that he’s an alien. After
that, things get much, much worse. With just a towel, a small yellow fish, and a book, Arthur has to navigate
through a very hostile universe in the company of a gang of unreliable aliens. Luckily the fish is quite good at
languages. And the book is The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy . . . which helpfully has the words DON’T
PANIC inscribed in large, friendly letters on its cover. Douglas Adams’s mega-selling pop-culture classic sends
logic into orbit, plays havoc with both time and physics, offers up pithy commentary on such things as ballpoint
pens, potted plants, and digital watches . . . and, most important, reveals the ultimate answer to life, the
universe, and everything. Now, if you could only figure out the question. . . .With no memory of the car
accident itself, 17-year-old Mia must come to terms with never really knowing what happened one horrific
winter's day that changed her life forever.Prosper Redding is the only unexceptional member of his very
successful family, that is, until he discovers a demon living inside him. Turns out, Prosper's great-great-greatgreat-great-something grandfather made, and then broke - a contract with a malefactor, a demon who
exchanges fortune for eternal servitude. Now Alastor, the malefactor, has reawakened and is intent on
destroying the Redding fortune, unless they can kill him in the body he inhabits, which, oh, wait, that's Prosper,
and why is his grandmother coming at him with a silver blade? In danger from both the demon trying to take
over his soul and the family that would rather protect their fortune than their own kin, Prosper narrowly
escapes with the help of his long lost Uncle Barnabas and Barnabas's daughter, Nell, a witch in training.
According to Barnabas and Nell, they have only days to break the family curse and find a way to banish Alastor
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back to the demon realm. Until then, Prosper has to deal with Alastor's vengeful mutterings inside his head
(not to mention his nasty habit of snacking on spiders). And, every night, Alastor's control over his body grows
stronger. . . As the deadline to the curse draws nearer, Prosper and Nell realize there's more at stake than just
the Redding family fortune. . . that there might be something else out there, something worse than Alastor,
that could destroy the balance between the human and demon realms and change the world as they know it
forever.#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER What Melania wants, Melania gets. The former director of special
events at Vogue and producer of nine legendary Met Galas, Stephanie Winston Wolkoff met Melania Knauss in
2003 and had a front row seat to the transformation of Donald Trump’s then girlfriend from a rough-cut gem to
a precious diamond. As their friendship deepened over lunches at Manhattan hot spots, black-tie parties, and
giggle sessions in the penthouse at Trump Tower, Wolkoff watched the newest Mrs. Trump raise her son,
Barron, and manage her highly scrutinized marriage. After Trump won the 2016 election, Wolkoff was recruited
to help produce the 58th Presidential Inauguration and to become the First Lady’s trusted advisor. Melania put
Wolkoff in charge of hiring her staff, organizing her events, helping her write speeches, and creating her debut
initiatives. Then it all fell apart when she was made the scapegoat for inauguration finance irregularities.
Melania could have defended her innocent friend and confidant, but she stood by her man, knowing full well
who was really to blame. The betrayal nearly destroyed Wolkoff. In this candid and emotional memoir,
Stephanie Winston Wolkoff takes you into Trump Tower and the White House to tell the funny, thrilling, and
heartbreaking story of her intimate friendship with one of the most famous women in the world, a woman few
people truly understand. How did Melania react to the Access Hollywood tape and her husband’s affair with
Stormy Daniels? Does she get along well with Ivanka? Why did she wear that jacket with “I really don’t care, do
u?” printed on the back? Is Melania happy being First Lady? And what really happened with the inauguration’s
funding of $107 million? Wolkoff has some ideasThe long-awaited new novel in the New York Times best-selling
Darkest Minds series, now a major motion picture. Five years after the destruction of the so-called
rehabilitation camps that imprisoned her and countless other Psi kids, seventeen-year-old Suzume "Zu" Kimura
has assumed the role of spokesperson for the interim government, fighting for the rights of Psi kids against a
growing tide of misinformation and prejudice. But when she is accused of committing a horrifying act, she is
forced to go on the run once more in order to stay alive. Determined to clear her name, Zu finds herself in an
uncomfortable alliance with Roman and Priyanka, two mysterious Psi who could either help her prove her
innocence or betray her before she gets the chance. But as they travel in search of safety and answers, and Zu
grows closer to the people she knows she shouldn't trust, they uncover even darker things roiling beneath the
veneer of the country's recovery. With her future—and the future of all Psi—on the line, Zu must use her
powerful voice to fight back against forces that seek to drive the Psi into the shadows and save the friends who
were once her protectors. From #1 New York Times best-selling author Alexandra Bracken comes a harrowing
story of resilience, resistance, and reckoning that will thrill loyal fans and new readers alike.From the hit series
that's soon to be a major motion picture starring Amandla Stenberg and Mandy Moore--now with a stunning
new look and an exclusive sneak peek at The Darkest Legacy, the new novel in the Darkest Minds series! Don't
miss this breathtaking collection of stories set in the world of the best-selling Darkest Minds trilogy, now in
paperback: IN TIME A desperate young man is forced to make a terrible choice between his own survival and
the future of a little girl who won't speak, but who changes his life in ways he could never imagine. SPARKS
RISE A spark of light brightens a brutal world when a girl named Sam encounters her childhood best friend at
the government-run "rehabilitation" camp, Thurmond. Lucas and Sam form a risky escape plan, but sometimes
even love isn't powerful enough to overcome unspeakable cruelty. BEYOND THE NIGHT The camps are closed.
A tyrant president has been deposed. But for many Psi kids living rough, there is no home to return to, no place
for them in a country devastated by the past and anxious about the future. Every day is a struggle for Sam,
who knew all the rules at Thurmond and has been thrown into a terrifying and uncertain new life. But there's
more at stake than Sam's own survival. She once made a promise to someone she loves, and the time has
come to fulfill it. From New York Times best-selling author Alexandra Bracken comes a collection of three
hauntingly beautiful novellas set in the world of the Darkest Minds series. In the most harrowing of times, it
takes a ferocious strength not only to survive, but to stand up for those who cannot fight their own battles. The
characters in these stories--some new, some familiar--face impossible missions, and the hardest of all may be
protecting the last flicker of hope in a seemingly endless night.
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